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SUMMARY 

This  report describes a six-month mission to  establish an international 

subcontract   exchange in Karachi.       Annex IV sets  out in great detail the 

philosophy and mode of operation of a subcontract  exchange. 

The progrese  of the mission was slower than that experienced in other 

countries.       This was mainly due  to  a lack of know1 edge and understanding of 

the project*s objectives and of the  basic   idea of the exchange.       It was not 

appreciated that an exchange,  although small in size, demands the best. 

At the pnd of the mission,   120 units had  been visited,  and information on their 

capacity and capabilities had been  recorded.      Howovor,   a working exchange did 

not  exist,   because some of the essential   facilities had not been provided and 

some of the hardware had still not  arrived from England. 

Generally,   the products seen were of  good quality,   but some were spoilt 

by simple mistakes which could hav^ been avoided.      The same faults were often 

seen in more than one company in a particular field.      Only a few companies had 

any clear  idea of quality control,   and most of these were to be found amongst 

the  larger units. 

There  appeared to be no  effective means of handling inquiries  originating 

overseas.       It was also found that  there were instances where local sources of 

supply were not known. 

The report recommends the establishment of exchanges  in Karachi and,  at a 

later date,   in Lahore,  to cover most of the industrial sectors  listed. 

It  suggests  that  the exchange is best controlled by a governing body representing 

interested parties.      It also recommends that the fullest publicity be given to 

the service abroad,   especially during exhibitions. 

The establishment of "inverted" display centres is advocated as a means of 

advising local manufacturers of the competition they face abroad.      These centres 

are places where typical samples of products on sale in a foreign market can be 

seen by Pakistani manufacturers. 

The report stresses the use of films  and the Pakistan Television Service 

to disseminate on the widest possible basis new ideas on technology and 

managerial techniques,  in order to  improve the quality and productivity of  industry. 
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It also  recommends that the Commercial Service of Pakistan's embassies 

abroad should be revitalized by the introduction of young professional officers 

with business or industrial experience,  using a Bystem based on the Australian 
model. 

It  recommends that during the present  lull in world trade,  the opportunity 

should be taken to build up the exchange ready for an eventual upswing in 

business.      Even now,   the information being gathered can be used to launch a 

marketing campaign to inform foreign buyers of capacity available in Pakistan. 

It stresses that having good units in Pakistan is of little value unless 

their existence is made widely known abroad on a continuing basis. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Background 

The Government  of Pakistan wishes to develop all sectors of its exporting 

industries in order to   increase its foreign exchange earnings and develop  its 

industries through  close  contact with the technology of industrially more 

developed countries.        It   endorsed the Programe of International  Subcontracting 

sponsored by the United Nations Industrial Development  Organisât i n ( UNIDO)   in 

1971  and subsequently expressed an interest  in  establishing an  international 

subcontract exchange to   encourage foreign principals and local manufacturers to 

conclude subcontracting agreements.    In May 1973,   the United Nations Development 

Programme (UNDP)  was asked to provide an expert   to advise the Government and 

the Pakistan Chamber of  Commerce and Industry on the establishment of an 
international subcontract  exchange. 

Official arrangements 

UNDP approved the project in May 1974 and appointed UHILO as the executing 

agency.      It contributed   19,000 United States dollars (SUS).       The Government 

of Pakistan appointed the Investment Promotion and Supplies Department of the 

Ministry of Industries  as counterpart agency and contributed 37,000 Pakistan 

rupees (?Rs).      The project ran for six months  from September 1974. 

Objectives of the pro.ject 

The project was designed to: 

(a) Identify  sectors with export potential; 

(b) Collect  detailed information on representative industries in 
such sectors; 

(c) Establish an information centre where this data can be held to 
answer inquiries fro-   prospective foreign and local buyers; 

(d) Launch a marketing programme using this information to make 
foreign companies more aware of the manufacturing capabilities of industry in 

Such an information centre is usually called a "subcontract exchange";    in this 

context it will be called an "international subcontract exchange". 

General observations 

It must be emphasized that throughout this  report a very broad view has 

been taken of the term "subcontracting".      It has been used as a short-hand 
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notation for the supply of any item (ranging from a component part to the whole) 

manufactured or produced in Pakistan for the use of a loca]   or foreign company. 

The project  was  entrusted to  the Karachi  office of the Investment Promotion 

and Supplies  Department,  Ministry of Industries.       The unit was  located in an 

office made available by and in the Export Promotion Bureau (Ministry of Commerce) 

who also provided secretarial facilities. 

No attempt was made to  investigate the export possibilities for cotton grey- 

cloth and yarn or for rice.      To do  so would have been beyond the modest  resources 

of the project.       The determination of the most  suitable export sectors to meet 

foreign requirements  is a marketing project  in its own right.      Suitability will 

differ for each sector from country to country and will also vary with time. 

Up to now,   the; project has therefore concentrated on the preliminary steps of 

visiting units to  explain the function of the exchange and to collect detailed 

information on the capacity and capability of both actual and potential exporting 

units.      The sectors selected are based partly on experience and partly on viBits 

to European companies for the UNIDO International Subcontracting Programme. 

The sectors investigated are listed in annex III. 

At the end of  the six-month mission,  about  120 units had been visited. 

It is encouraging that in only a very few instances was  Ghe product quality not 

acceptable.      Several of the companies compared very favourably with similar 

units in Europe. 

When the expert  left on 22 February 1975,  the position was as follows» 

about  110 questionnaires had been checked and typed out;    a few companies still 

had not returned completed forms.      The completed questionnaires were being 

analysed and coded before being recorded in the information processing system. 

The dictionary on which this system operates was nearing completion. 

The hardware for storing the concept and item cards (see annex IV) was still 

awaited from England. 

A modest start had been made by writing directly to the heads of foreign 

companies,  sending them detailed information on worthwhile oapacity available 

in Pakistan in their specific fields.      Their reaction has generally been 

favourable.      A UNIDO expert baaed in Tokyo also visited Pakistan and made brief 

visits to engineering companies in Karachi and Lahore.      Copies of all oonpleted 

L. 
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questionnaires were sent to UNIDO, Vienna. The Pakistani counterpart official 

had been trained in the use of the system and had accompanied the expert on all 

visits to units. 

Progress throughout the mission was disappointingly slow.      ThiB was 

generally due to a lack of understanding of the precise objectives of the 

mission and of the basic function and method of operation of a subcontract 

exchange. 

The basic ideas on which the exchange is built, the method of collecting, 

analysing and recording the information,  and its final use to answer inquiries 

are set out in great detail in annex IV.      All facets have been fully discussed 

with the counterpart throughout the mission. 
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I.    Cü;íCLU3IüIÍ3 IUîÏI íCGüí.IIG¡JXIATIOI(ü 

Wither a subcontract  exchange operates  Jn a national  or international 

scale,   the  oasic  idea is very simple.       It  io a centre whe.-e any buyer can 

quickly ootain accurato and detailed  information on  aval   able capacity. 

Unfortunately,   f„„ realise the tremoni,us potential  of an  exchango in the 

industrial fiold,   a potential  acquired because of  the need to visit   industry 

if the exchange i8 to  operate satisfactorily.       As a  result   of the visits,   the 

exchange has an entrée to a large number of companies and has an intimate 

.knowledge of their we^essos ana how they „ay oe overcome.       It has access to 

sources of information and expertise and,  perhaps most  important  of all     the 

trust and respect  of the companies with which  it works  to have its suggestions 

accepted.       An exchange can therefore  be a very effective spearhead of a drive 

towards higher quality and productivity. 

The expert  v;as  told only too  ,ften during the mission of the many fine 

products filano in Pakistan.       Of this he was woU  aware,  having personally 

visited the factories where such products are  being made.       However,   as he has 

continually pointed  out,   the existence  of capacity is  of little value to 

distan unless this information is made known to buyers abroad on a wide and 
continuing oasis. 

The worK of a subcontract  exchange extends  into many fields.       It   is for 

this reason that  it  cannot  be run effectively oy any one organization. 

Tne expert  recommends that  the first  exchange should be  established in Karachi 

under the control ,f a compact executive council consisting of one representative 
from each of  the following oodieß: 

Export Promotion Bureau (Ministry of Commerce) 

Federation of Pakistan Chambers of Commerce and Industry 

Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan 

Investment Promotion and Supplies Department  (Ministry of Industries) 

Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

Lahore Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

Overseas Investors» Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

Pakistan Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation 
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The Council will assure the necessary finance, ice jn.jd^ti m and jt^ff and will 

determino the over-all objectives of the exchange. The exchange will operate 

in all   the industrial   sectors  listed  in annex III. 

The p rea unt system of multiplo  entry points   f >r inquiries  loads tj 

duplication of effort,   to de]ay in  transferring  inquiries fror.   >ne system tj 

another,   and oven to   inquiries bein^  lost in the process.      Through the proper 

development and use  of  this exchange  it should be  possible to  provide any buyer, 

and especially buyers  fron abroad,   with precise and almost instant information 

on the capacity available in Pakistan. 

The  existence of  the exchange's  service 3hould be given the widest 

publicity abroad.      One of its staff should be present at every foreign exhibition 

organised by the Export Promotion 3ureau.      Through the use of telex,  for example, 

it should be possible  to accept for processing enquiries handed in by a 

businessman visiting the Pakistan stand. 

It would be premature to try to  establish a second exchange in Lahore 

before the first one Karachi, is working effectively.      This will  take perhaps 

a year.       It will then be a simple tasK. to train personnel for the exchange in 
Karachi. 

The existing display centres in Karachi and Lahore are to  show foreign 

buyers products manufactured in Pakistan.      The expert recommends the opening 

of two  "inverted" display centres in these cities.       These would show Pakistani 

manufacturers typical  examples of products on sale  in their main foreign markets 

(Japan,   European ¡ûconomic Community,   United States  of America,   Canada,  etc.). 

Such centres would enable a manufacturer to see actual examples from hia product 

field on sale in a particular country (e.g. men»s  shirts in Holland) and to  aee 

the competition he faces from locally manufactured goodß or from thoBe imported 

from other (and competing) developing countries.       The articles should be 

representative of the  quality ranges which are of  interest to Pakistani producers. 

Each article would bear a label listing the country where it was on sale, the 

Bale price and the date when it was purchased.      At a later date one can envisage 

a more ambitiouB system,  where a Pakistani manufacturer can buy any sample on 

display to take away to hiB own factory for closer inspection.      (Obviously, 

several samples of each article would be required. )      The buying side of these 

centres would, of course,  entail close co-operation with the Commercial Service 

of Pakistan's «sbassiss abroad. 
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This would be a very sinpic ' -;t  powerful way cf up-grading quality. 

11. tiling is r.:,rc salutary   than to  find a product of better quality than your own, 

offered f T sa •-• at  a  ' owcr pri. :e than you thought  possible.      This  3ervicc 

Would  bf   canoe y useful  for the small- or medium-sized company with limited 

funds for   .-'.ni ting nurkots abroad. 

The expert als;  suggests  that  oven in protected industries,   the admission 

if a srral.i   quantity of inportod goods should be considered.      Local  buyers would 

then have a neons   of comparing the quality/price advantage of Pakistani products 

with that    jf similar imported articles.       The manufacturer is then also  less 

l^-.c'y t.   O':í¡J.? conp'acent  in his protected ervironnient. 

Fasi.: on and  teehnica'   rr.aganines and periodicals should also  be made available 

i.i   the centres 3J  that  a manufacturer can keep himself abreast of  the  latest 

trends  MI his pr.duct fie'd  in any given country. 

Ma depends 

an absolute.       The production of any article of given 

va)      Ti:e desir<   and the win   to manufacture; 

(b)      Tlio  technical  knowledge and skill to manufacture; 

U Kacninerv  and '^•3 to produce to  the standard demanded; 

(d)     A e¡iocki¡i¿; system  to  sou  that the standard is reached and 
maintained  at  ai1   tinos. 

Al 1 ; ed t)   epaa'ity   Is  the knowledge of how t) schedule and control production so 

as  t) product  the  right number of  items at the rififht   time. 

There  is no "magic"   GO luti on to these problems.       The expert  does not favour 

a cumbersome and  laborious system  of  inspection of each and every export  shipment. 

The Japanese system   rf spot checks,   with the legal power to order the remaking 

of any sub-standard articles, has much to recommend it.      However,   as with any 

c,ntr:;   system,  success ultimately rests on the integrity of the inspectora. 

One very simple step which can be taken i3 to make the granting of an exporter's 

licence contingent  on the satisfactory inspection of his factory.       This might 

be a usofu!  service which could be performed by the staff of the exchange. 

The real development  to be  expected in  the production of quality products 

will  depend   m educating companies to produce quality.      A company may have the 

desire to  pnduco,  but this is of little value without the requisite technical 
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lor: w ledge  and machiner;/.       The desire to  produce qua1 it;/ is infi which can be 

fostered through contact  with  other oeop~e*s ideas and  products,   through a 

orocess  -jf  education.      The  export  is not,   of course,   advocating a narrow and 

rigid system of forma.1   school-type education,  but rather an en1 i gh tened campaign 

using all   the best modern  techniques  to  communicate the   relevant   ideas to  the 

industries  which need the .T. 

ûî.O  eff-.ct '/e r.cthod  is  tiro use of  fi:m,   shown either to  small   groups  of 

local industrialists or trade -organizations,   or mire widely on Pakistan 

television.      There is already available  in the United Kingdom a wide range of 

films on industrial,   technical  and managerial subjects.       They ar^r  produced by 

several  organizations,  notably the British Broadcasting Corporation  television 

service and the British Productivity Council.      (These are of course not the 

only sources of English-language films on  these subjects,   but sources with 

which the  expert  is familiar.) 

These films can be grouped in three categories:    films of general interest 

suitable for widespread audiences,  showing modern developments  in  industry and 

business;     films sinwing modern industrial   management  techniques ;     and films 

explaining to specialized audiences specific manufacturing or process techniques. 

Sjne typical  titles are:     'Vrofit ~oy Control",  "Exporting",  "Industrial Relations", 

"Ifiork ¿tudy". 

Many of these films comprise a ten-part series,  generally in colour. 

There is often published material accompanying them which can be used as a 

basis for discussion following the screening of each film.      It  is significant 

that this waG one of the methods used by Japan to improve its productivity and 

quality during the mid-1950s by giving the widest publicity to any new methods 

or ideas which would improve Japanese export products. 

As hae already been stated,  the exchange can perform many services other 

than the obvious one of collecting and disseminating information on available 

capacity.       It can advise upecialized bodieB of demands  for their services,  and 

can put companies which need such assistance in touch with the relevant service. 

The expert recommends the use of a travelling information centre.      This can 

be organized using a trailer or caravan (built on an old bus or army trailer 

chassis).       The service would visit places  for a few days on a regular and pre- 

advertised basis.      This  idea has already been used by the Production Engineering 

Research Association (?ERA)  in the United Kingdom.      The trailer is usually 
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stationed on the grounds  of a  large local company that  acta as host.      Often the 

company's managing director is an official of the local trade body.       Heads  of 

companies  can visit the trailer to consult  the experts  on their current problems, 

without  being away from their factories  for any great   length of time. 

(This is especially important   to the director of a small company,  who has to 

play many roles.)      The trailer can be  equipped to show some of the films 

mentioned above to snail groups of interested people. 

The expert has found that  having information is not sufficient.       It must 

be put before those who need  it  on a highly selective basis.      The contacts 

built up by these visits car;  be developed to the point  where seminars can be 

arranged to discuss the probioms of a given industry in a particular locality. 

Alternatively,  consultancy work can be done for a company or for a small group 

of firms with similar problems. 

Stress  is laid here,  as  throughout  annex IV, on the vitally important part 

which personal visits play in  all the exchange's work.      The use of some of 

the  ideas sketched out above will go some way to     . ace the sense of isolation 

which we have noticed in many small units. 

It is no use having an efficient  information centre listing Pakistan's- 

industrial capacity, if this capacity is not advertised abroad.      It is here 

that  the Commercial Services of Pakistan's embassies can play a very important 

part.      They are in fact a shop window,  and perhaps a potential buyer's first 

contact with the country. 

The expert recommends that the activities of the Trade Commissioners and 

Commercial Attachés, especially in the more important markets,  should be 

revitalized through the recruitment of young officers with graduate or 

professional qualifications and some years relevant industrial or business 

experience.      The Australian system for selecting, training and developing 

Trade Commissioners could be a very suitable model on which to build. 

As the immediate future is one of low business activity throughout the 

world, it should be used to build up the exchange's store of information and 

working system, so as to be ready for the up-turn when it comes.      First, many 

more units must be visited in order to build up the stock of information. 

Secondly, with the information gathersd,  a forceful and planned marketing 
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campaign must  be mounted.      It must '>e co-ordinated with future exhibitions in 

the various   sectors.      This need not be an expensive project,  but can use the 

information already gathered to  inform heads of companies of specific capacity 

availably for future use in their specific fields. 

Visiting units is ari essential part of an exchange's work.      The exchange 

is therefore in a favourable position to act as a sales outlet for some jf tne 

specialized agencies operating in the fields of  technical education and assistance 

and productivity improvement.      It is not sufficient to have information available¡ 

it must be prenented directly and very selectively to the units by people who 

are aware of the detailed nature of the company's problems and need3. 

The lack of marketing information about  local and foreign companies results 

in firms working in too many fields.      This is the antithesis of subcontracting, 

which dependa on specialization.      Too often,  the volume of subcontracting is 

lens than it mi¿;ht be,  because of the difficulty of locating specialized sub- 

contracting units.      Furthermore,   such units,  which would cease    to exijt if they 

specialized in only one field, diversify their field of work and are then no 

longer specialists.      Accurate market  information will enable a company to compete 

more effectively in a foreign market,  and even to sell products of its own 

design there.    Lack of market information is not only ignorance of the names of 

likely customers,  but also of the quality standards and design,  colour and taste 

preferences of the country of sale. 
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ll.  FIITDTNOS 

T'.i'1   'aok   if 'üuw'edjo   )f the ¡-reject's objectives and of the basic function 

and r,"th o    :C  operation of a subcontract  exchange has already been commented on. 

The Investment Promtion and Supplies Department,   which was the counterpart 

ajen.-y,  had S'^on ¡'.either the project document nor  the export's job specification. 

Tiicro ha ,v  bf or. -•..ir* ; <~r riscions  of a similar nature (India,   1970;    Turkey, 

*?"1);    the   oxi:eri once gained fr.)m  then cjuld have  been  used to  provide the 

Authirit'.cs wi.t!i  backer,und  infermati m for this project.       In  1969»  UNIDO 

O;TOTí3Sí jnod a study  rn subcontracting exchanges (ID/WC.4l/9i   ?9 M*y 19^9)• 

There was  a'so an Hxpert Group Meeting in Paris in October 196\9,   organized 

jointly ay UNIDC and the Organisation for Econonic Co-operation and Development 

(OECD),  at which the various aspects of subcontracting were discussed at length. 

The meeting was attended  oy working experts from many countries,   including 

Israel,  Japan and  the United States. 

A great deal   could have heen done before the  expert's arrival to collect 

even rudimentary  information on companies  on which to base the exchange's 

prelininary work. 

In India,  two  exchanges were set up in four months - the one in Madras in 

only 13 working days.      In Turkey,   despite language difficulties,  an exchange Mas 

established in tnrec months.      The reasons for the disappointingly slow progress 

of this mission are many. 

It was generally assumed that the object of the mission was to carry out 

a survey and write a report.      Very few people realized that an effective 

exchange was  to be established,  capable of handling inquiries from foreign and 

local buyers.      Others thought that the exchange would be confined to the 

engineering sector,  and would be  located in Lahore.    There was also insufficient 

realization that  an exchange can operate only with very detailed information 

whose accuracy can be guaranteed only by visiting companies,  that this data Bust 

be analysed and organized for easy retrieval to answer inquiries fron client 

companies,   and that the exchange must be operated by high-calibre personnel with 

extensive industrial experience,   supported by a well-run office equipped with 

all modern communication facilities. 
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With  /cry few exceptions,  the productB  seen in the various sectors were of 

good quality.       When  they failed,  it was usually due to lack  of attention to 

detail,   especially the finish.      This was due more to care]csar.ess or indifference 

( couldn't-care-less  attitude) than to deficient technique.       Campani os sent 

abroad for approval   samples  with simple faults which would cast doubt   m the 

companies'  technical   competence a3 suppliers.       If samples were rejected at the 

first  attempt,   the companies  believed that  they could,  without prejudice,   re- 

submit them in amended form for ins; action. 

The best  companies of  the 120 or so visited would compare favourably with 

companies of a similar size in that field in Europe.      They were well  laid out 

and organized    and had dynamic and intelligent management.    Many had built their 

own complex machines  for the production lines.      Several had progressive training 

schemes for their technical personnel.      The good firms were not exclusively 

the  large ones,  but  we found that the managerial and technical personnel of such 

units had had some formal technical training,  not necessarily abroad. 

Other units,  generally the small oneB,   showed an abysmal  ignorance of 3imple 

workshop practice.       Examples include»    foundry sand on the beds of machine- 

tools,  badly lit areas for assembling precision machines, machining carried out 

on obviously faulty castings,   etc.      Very few of these units had any idea of 

the meaning of quality control.     The general  reply to question  14 (d) of the 

questionnaire (see annex IV,  appendix I) was  "yes".      The same faults were often 

found in factory after factory.     A general  lack of sources of information waB 

observed in all companies.       This might apply to knowledge of foreign markets, 

to   local suppliers,   to  sources of specialized items,to technical expertise,  or 

to adaptation of designs.       The expert was often able to suggest from his own 

experience solutions to current problems,  or to recommend suitable  local 

suppliers to  replace  imported items. 

Companies were  found with a particular collection of machines  to make a 

specific product.       These machines could also  be used to make other products, 

which would be outside the present conception of the company.      The  exchange, 

with its potential for internal and international contacts,   is in a good 

position to suggest new outlets to companies.      This has been developed to a 

high degras by some of the European exchange« under the title of "innovation". 
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The generai   xack of  Interest shown by organizations which would benefit 

from the exchangers successful  operation was surprising.      Assistance was verbal 

rather than pra»: tical.     In industiy,  on  the other hand,  the idea was well 

received,   both as  a Leans of finding locai suppliera,   and also  for contacting 

potential  foreign  buyers.       Industrialists doubted  that a successful  system 

would be operated by a government department,   or that   they would be able to 

recruit suitable  personnel   to  operate the exchange. 

Information   on different  companies  and sectors  is scattered through the 

files of r.any organizations.       Different  companies carry out  their own Burveys 

of local subcontracting capacity within Pakistan.      At prêtent,   it appear« th*t 

there are several  routes  oy which inquiries enter the country.       The exchange 

is designed  to   establish one highly organized and effective information centre, 

operated  oy experienced technical personnel.       It will have at  itB disposal 

detailed information on a large range of companies,  and an efficient communication 

syst en for both  internal and international traffic. 

One of the  source« of market information is Pakistan's Trade ConmiBBioners 

and Commercial  Attachas abroad.      Companies visited commented unfavourably on 

their usefulness.      Their criticism ranged from lack of interest to inaccuracy 

of the information supplied. 
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4ffle*   ? 

BQÜIPMWT SUPPLIED POR THE PROJECT BT ÜHIDO 

1      Roneo Multicard storage unit type 1^30/11/12 complete with 100 separators 

1 Roneo Stripdex visible index system HD/50 S complete with 50 panels 

and 5»000   8" separators 

2 Autospot 1/12" hand punches 

1      Vieiscan Mk.   V manual punch complete with 1/12" cutters 

Concept cards (see annex IV) 

Item cards (see annex IV) 

Special forms (see annex IV) 
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Annex II 

IHTZRNATIONAL SUBCONTRACT EXCHANGE - XARACHT 

(a)  Budget for the period 1 July 1375 to 30 June 1976 

Item Quantity 

1. 3 

2. 4 pkts 

3. - 

4. - 

5« - 

6. 1 

Details Coat (PRB) 

7. 

3. 

9. 
10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

H. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

Botai 

500 days 

1 

120,000 

GOO 

2,700 

Cars 

8V x 11" sensitiaed paper for 
photocopier (?Rs 2OO/5OO sheets) 

Telex machine, annual rental 

Line rental, annual 375 

Special paper for telex 1,000 

Roneo 5-level lateral filing 
cupboard complete with 300 linked 
pockets 1,560 

Assistant directors (one electrical, 
one mechanical,  one textile/garments) 
at PRB 18,000 per annum 54,000 

Stenographer (PRs 600/month) 7,200 

Accounts clerk/typist (PRs 500/month) 6,000 

Peon (PRs 300/month) 3,600 

Drivers (PRs 500/month) 18,000 

Depreciation (over 10 years) - 1  year 12,000 

Petrol (500 days x PRs 50/day) 25,000 

Maintenance at PRs 2 OOO/car/year 6,000 

Travel allowance for directors 
(PRs 90/day) 45,000 

Office typewriter 3,000 

Telephone call/rental charges 
(PRs 1,000/month) 12,000 

Technical Director (PRs    2,000/month)    24,000 

Stationery,  contingencies (PRs 3,000/ 
month) 36,000 

Potai mm 
      __^      Sinoe rental is payable quarterly, half of the 

annual rentals (machine and line) will already have been paid for in the 
supplementary budget (1 March to 30 June 1975;. 

Iten 7.    Based on the assumption that one assistant director field 
officer can visit 750 units in a year.      (Total of 2,250 units visited in a 
year, with the above establishment.) 
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(b)     Supplementary budget for the period 1 March to 30 June 1975 

Item quantity Details Coat (PR,) 

1* 1 Lateral filing cabinet complete 
with 5 rails 300 linked pockets 1,500 

2* - Transport (hired car)    Approx. 4 
days/week at PRB 250/day 20,000 

3« 1 Photocopier   (dry) 16,750 

4« 1000 sheets Sensitized paper for above 
8> x 11" at PRs 200/5OO sheets 400 

5« 500 sheets Ditto 10" x 14" PRo 350/5OO 
sheets 

6» 1 bottle     Activator 

7. 1 

3. 

350 

450 
Type T100 automatic telex machine 
(complete with tape-reader and 
perforator) annual rental 5t400 

750 Line rental 

9» - Installation charge 
( non-recurring) 250 

13, - Security deposit 
( non-recurring) 500 

11' 1 Assistant-Director (Pia 1,500/aonih)       6,000 
12, 1 Stenographer (PRs 600/month) 2,400 
13, 1 Peon (PRs 300/month) 1 f200 
14, 30 days Travel allowance (PRs 90/day) 2.700 

Total 58.650 

Note:      Item 3.    The machine should be suitable for up to 10" x 14" 
copying either side of a two-sided paper document.      It must also be capable 
of copying books, cataloques etc.      Thi« machine is for sending photo-copies 
of the questionnaires of all units who have quoted to a foreign buyer for 
submission with their quotations. 

Items 7 and 3.    The machine and line rental figures represent the annual 
cost, one half of which will probably be due in the above four-aonth period. 

(Line rental PRs 150/mile up to 3 miles from C.T.O.  thereafter PRs 100/ails.) 
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Annex III 

LIST OP 5J3CTORS IITVCSTIGATZD 

Automobile 
engineering 

Canvas products 

Carpets 

Cutlery 

Domestic appliances 

Electrical engineering 

ÜTectronic 8 

Fi re-arms 

Foo t-wear 

Fruit and vegetables 

Furniture 

Garments 

0loves 

Handicraft product« 

Hand-tools 

Hollow-ware 

Joep engines,   pistons and rings,   cylinder liners, 
radiators,  water pumps,   :eafsprings,  gc-xr-boxes,  back- 
axle assemblies,  sparicing-plugs 

'./ebbing equipment (army),  tents,   shamianas 

Wool,  hand-lantted,   in traditional designs 

Kitchen and table 

Air conditioners and refrigerators 

Airport approach lights (glide-path),  furnaces 
(induction)i     fuses and fuse-boxes,  induction motors, 
meters (kWh,   voltmeters,  ammeters,  thermometers), 
Bwitchgear and distribution boards,  transformers up 
to 33 KV 5 MVA.    welding transformers,  current and 
voltage transformers,  wires and cables 

Components:    transistors,  diodes,  capacitors,  high- 
stability resistors,  potentiometers 

Revolvers,  rifles,  shotguns 

Army,  beach,  casual,  town,  sports;    canvas,  plastic 
(solid and foamed) and leather 

Canning and bottling,  whole,  concentrate and juice 

Wooden,  in modem,  period and traditional Pakistani 
style,  carved or inlaid 

Kensî    shirts,  casual and town in cotton or cotton/ 
polyester;    Bush-shirts,   shorts,  industrial, 
medical and hospital wear;    Combat jackets, snow 
suitB (army),  Inarate and judo suits; 

Women»t     boutique/hippy styles, modern (conventional 
European) women's and children's fashions 

Leather,  leather/cotton,  cotton,  for town or industrial 
use;    sports gloves 

Handloom fabrics, brassware,  carved wooden products 

Automobile,  engineers', gardening and kitchen 

In aluminium or stainless steel,  for kitchen or table 
use 
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nospì^i   equi prion« 

Leather ¿oids 

Linen goodo 

I-Iarblo 

Mechanical engineering 

Pipes and tubes 

Radio and Television 

Rolled sections and bars 

Shipbuilding and repair 

Spectacle frames 

Sports Goods 

Surgical instrument» 

Travel goods 

Furniture (netai) and equipment for wards and operating 
theatres 

Accessories:      bcltc,  handbags,   notecases,  wallets; 
cricket,   football and hockey balls; garments 

3ad 3hects,  napkins,  pillow cases,   table cloths,  towels 
for home and institutional use;    mill and handloom 
cloth;    plain dyed,  woven patterns 

Ilarblc tiles and slabs;    marble products (handicrafts) 

Agricultural balero,   cultivators,   harrows,  threshers; 
bicycles and tricycles,  invalid chairs,  diesel engines; 
fasteners ; 
foundry,  grey and nodular iron,   alloy steel,  non- 
ferrous;    engines;    gear-outtins;    heavy-machining 
and fabrication;    hosiery machinery;    injection moulding; 

Looms (cotton);    machine-tools;    pumps;    road-making 
machinery,  road-rollers,  bitumen tankers ;    sewing 
machines;    tool-making gauges,   jigs and fixtures, 
press-tools, moulds (for rubber and plastic), cutters; 
valves 

Cast-iron,  rubber, plastic,  welded-steel    galvanized 

Racquets for tennis,  squash and badminton;    hockey 
and lacroase sticks,   cricket bats 

Surgical, dental and veterinary instrumento; 
Surgical hollow-ware;    syringes 

Briefcases,  suitcases in natural and imitation loather, 
airline-typo  lightweight cases 
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Annex   IV 

THE ESTABLISHHBMT AMD RUHMIBG OP A SUBCONTRACT 2XCHAITGE 

Introduction 

The Pakistan subcontract exchange is an organization for putting a buyer 

or main contractor in touch with suppliers inside Pakistan.  The buyer may be 

outside or within the country.  His inquiries may relate to any manufacturing 

or producing field: garments, sports equipment or clothing, engineering goods, 

machine-too 1B, fruit juice, etc.  The product can comprise the whole, or merely 

a part thereof! a milling-machine, the frame of the machine, or the tooling. 

The system must be speedy in operation, and reliable in fact.  This implies 

quick and reliable communication between the buyer, exchange and subcontractors. 

The information supplied to the buyer, in addition to price and delivery, muât 

also include detailed information about the companies taking part in the Inquiry. 

To cover Buch a wide field with detailed information on all producing 

companies, and to be able to find quickly the relevant facts when required, 

demands an efficient information retrieval system.  In this exchange, a post- 

co-ordinate indexing system is used. 

The information retrieval system, the method of acquiring and listing 

detailed information, and the communication system are all explained below, 

"in addition, the equipment, accommodation and personnel requirements of the 

exchange are detailed. 

It is etressed that this exchange does not publish any directory. 

Published information is historical and is difficult to keep up to date. 

(Thi information being collected requires one or two A-4 pages for each unit} 

volume of a directory for 4,000 or more units can be imagined.)  The information 

is given to the exoh&nge in confidence.  It is for use by a foreign buyer and 

not for publication for all and sundry to read. 
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Code of conduct fjr  the operation of a subcontract  exchange 

1. The exchange   operates as  a ,:entn for finding out   thoac companies capable 

if carrying  :u+.  :i particular task at  a particular time.       At no  time will  the 

exchange undertake   to  be  responsible  for the manufacture of a specific  item  or 

the performance  of  a specific  service. 

2. The  exchange  agrees: 

(i)  To compile a list (the information file) based on information supplied 

by the company of all the machines, equipment, processes and skills 

which the company wishes to make available to other companies; 

(ii)  To keep this list accurate and to amend it at any time on receipt of 

written instructions from the company. 

The exchange will not wilfully disclose the details of the information file 

of the company to any other company except to a foreign buyer against specific 

inquiry. 

3. When asked a specific question by the company within or outside Pakistan the 

exchange endeavours to find companies technically capable of carrying out the 

specified work or  service.  The exchange then communicates with these companies 

to find th ice able and wiping t.i do the work or give the Bervice required. 

These names are then communicated to the inquiring company which itself 

approaches the companies of its choice.  If expressly asked by the inquiring 

cDnpany» its identity will not bo disclosed to any of the companies able to do 

the work. 

4. Information received by the company under  the provinions of this agreement 

is to be usud sj'cly for  the purpose  of the work or services to be performed 

for or by the company and shall not be disclosed for any    tner purpose to any 

person or persons unless the written consent of the exchange is first obtained. 

'j.      Under no circumstances does the exchange warrant or guarantee the quality 

or suitability for any particular purpose of any work or service performed by 

any companies and under no circumstances will the exchange be liable for loss 

or damage  or expense which may be incurred by the company as a result of 

information supplied to the company by the exchange whether Buch information be 

supplied negligently or otherwise. 
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6. At no time will the exchange prefer or recommend any one company rather than 

any other company nor will it report to one company on the activities of any 

other company. 

7. The exchange offers the service as an information service.      Although the 

exchange will endeavour to the best   if its ability to advise a company of 

inquiries suited to its capabilities and available capacity,  this agreement 

implies no contractual obligation on the part of the exchange  to supply the 

said company with work. 

Collecting information from industry 

The successful operation of the subcontract  exchange is founded on facts s 

specific,  accurate and up-to-date facts about the production facilities and 

competence of units in the different manufacturing and producing sectors. 

A buyer is happier in his mind if he knows that the company with which he 

is dealing has already been visited and assessed by an experienced technical 

person.      He does not expect an "auditor*s report", nor does he demand a 

meticulous catalogue of productive capabilities.      He accepts the information as 

a useful preliminary:      a filtering of irrelevant and sub-standard information. 

He does not have to carry out a depressing search through a mass of unsuitable 

companies, often only vaguely related to his field.      The exchanged service 

narrows down his task to the inspection of a few preselected units. 

The information required can only be obtained by visiting a unit, and by 

discussion with the management of the company.      The information will include 

the personal observations of the interviewer on the general atmosphere of the 

factory and itB staff.      All this information is recorded temporarily on a 

printed questionnaire form (appendix I) and is typed out in its final editod 

form on an item card.      The date of the interview is also noted. 

The information required is obtained by interview and discussion.      The 

completion of the questionnaire is not to be a police-type interrogation, with 

questions barked out in numerical order, as the interviewer goes down the form. 

It is often better to start with "line of business" (question 13)(  as most people 

are only too willing to talk about their oompany's products.     This, of course, 

leads on to output figures,  exports, and quality control.      By this time, a 

rapport should have been established with the manager or director giving the 
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information. The visiting officer oan now ask the more routine questions about 

the company's fu'!1, name, address, associate companies, authorized capital, banks 

etc. 

The  infirmati on gathered is not static;    it should be checked each year and 

up-dated when necessary.      Firms buy new machinery and dispense with the old. 

They take \xn now "in's   )f business or modify their normal  pattern. 

It  shrald not be forgotten,   however,   that visiting is not merely to collect 

infamati on for the exchange.       It  is also,   and most   importantly,   a means of 

establishing and maintaining that person-to-person relationship on which all 

business  io based.      The service  is then no  longer,   I.P.   and 3.   or 3.P.B.,  but 

a man with a name and a familiar face.       Every company visited will have some 

prob:ens,   some simple to  solve,   s one more difficult.      As the visiting officer 

is in contact with many companies in different  fields,  he  is often able to  solve 

on-the-spot prob'.cms which merely require sources of information. 

To visit each unit,   to assess and record its capacity and capability,  is a 

'engthy process.      The expert does not think that there is any other reliable 

way of collecting this information.      If one merely sends out questionnaires to 

units,   several courses are open.      oome units will never return the form. 

Others will do  so,  but with vague information.      Some important facts often 

only come to  light  through a casual remarle made during a tour of the factory. 

Important  facts are often left  off the form.      For example,  the existence 

of an apprentice training scheme,  design office,  professional and technical 

qualifications of the management and technical staff,  well-known clients for 

whom they work (especially if internationally known),  are all important selling- 

points when put before a foreign buyer. 

Visiting will also eliminate the firm,  graphically described by one trade 

commissioner as a "man with a typewriter in a bedroom" who merely collects 

inquiries and delivers them to local subcontractors.      Visiting oan be a check 

on the accuracy of statements made by the company.      The expert has visited 

units extravagantly described in expertly produced sales leaflets as "precision 

engineering units".      The workshops were deep in grit, and the machines were 

old and badly maintained. 
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The questionnaire can quite simp'.y be thought of as a job application f)m, 

but for the company and not for an ir lividual.  The information based on the 

questionnaire is placed before the foreign buyer with the quotations of units 

involved in the inquiry.   It should be such as to sol1 on-? unit in preference 

to another, other things being equal.  It should be a word-picture of the 

factory.  If the interview has been properly carriol Dut and the foreign buyer 

visits the factory, he should feel that he has been there befjrc. 

The reminder is added that the information gathered on the questionnaire 

ia given to the exchange on the express understanding that it is to be made 

available to a foreign buyer only, in response to a specific inquiry.  It is 

not for publication in any directory, nor is it available, however useful it 

may be, to other government departments or official bodies who might wish to 

have access to it. 

Item cards 

The information collected on the questionnaire is listed on a plain yellow 

A-4 card called an its« card.    Like the concept cards (see next section) the 

item cards are notched along the bottom edge so that they can be fanned out for 

rapid visual searching and access to any card. 

Co-ordinate indexing system for information storage and retrieval 

In this system there is no rigid classification like that found in a 

library catalogue.      The classification is determined by the questioner at the 

time the  inquiry is made.      The method of operation depends on the association 

of ideas.      A particular inquiry is built up from its component ideas.      Por 

example,   "men's cotton sports shirts" would be thought of as being formed from the 

concepts IEN-SHIHTS-3P0RT3 (WEAR)-COTTOB. 

To set up the system,  the first step is to compile a type of basic  Etoglish 

dictionary in the sectors of interest.      The words of the dictionary will define 

the ideas that are expected to arise in dealing with the  inquiries sent to the 

exchange.      The list will be of some 300 words at the outset, and will be modi- 

fied by deletions and additions in the light of the exoh ngs's operating «iperieBce. 

This dictionary is usually called a thesaurus (for sanple page see appendix II). 
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To  improve the precision   if the thesaurus in use,  Bynonyms must  first oc 

removed.      Clothing will  be  li3ted aa "C! >thing Oanncnt(s)".      ThiB means that 

"Clothing"  is rut a preferred word,   and is recorded in the system under the 

w;rd (idea) "2arncnt( c)".      Dorther,   since a woman's blouse comes under thi3 

heading,   w¿ i.iay list "31ouae (Garmcnti*))".    This means that this item is part 

jf the garment field.      If,  for example,  an inquiry for a new type of blouse is 

being processed,  a search can be made under the higher and more general category 

;f "Garments)"  to widen the field of possible subcontractors. 

The converse of sub-division i3  the general  term.      "Surface-coating" «braces 

all types  jf "covering of a surface",   such as  galvanising,  anodising,   electro- 

plating,  plastic-coating etc.      ¡similarly,   the term "Fastenors" covers such 

items as screws,   bolts,  nuts,  clips  etc.      If a supplier for one item in this 

class cannot be found,  a search is made in the general group of "Fasteners",  to 

find a company making a similar device. 

Concept cards 

In the practical system used in the exchange,   each Concept/idea in the 

thesaurus is assigned a grey concept card.      A concept card is an A-4 card printed 

with 4,000 small squares (l/3"; Oram) side) numbered from 0000 to 3999^ 

Each unit to be recorded in the system is assigned a four-digit number 

(corresponding to one of the 4,000 squares).      This number is similar to the 

accession number in a library,  and is unique to that firm. 

The basic concept card has only 4,000 squares, but its range can be extended 

by edge-punching the top right-hand edge.      This will give Series 1 (0000 to 

3999) Series 2 (4000 to 7999) and Series 3 (8000 to 11999) etc.      When super- 

imposing cards, care must be taken to make sure that all the concept cards being 

superimposed at the same time have the same edge-punching. 

To register the capacity of a company, an analysis must first be mad« of 

the information recorded on the item oard (see preceding section).      k number 

of concepts (taken from the thesaurus) will then be extracted which define the 

company's line of business, products, machinery and facilities.      On all the 

relevant concept cards a hole is punched in the square bearing the serial nuabsr 

of this unit.      This operation is carried out once, at the initial registration. 

Further concepts may be listed when the information is up-dated during later 

viBits to the unit. 
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It is stressed that the information shown  on the  i ton card fai's  into two 

classes:    that which can be retrieved,   and that which  cannot.       The   latter includes 

such information as the number of Directory number of  employees,  authorized 

capital,   factor;/' area etc.      This  information is  listed merely ac part   of the 

total informati m sent  to the foreign buyer with th*  firm's quotation. 

The retrievable information comprises the products,   lin    of business,  machinery 

etc.,   oy which the selection of  the unit   is made during in  inquiry. 

It may oe thought   that the system deals only in  facts directly  related  to 

the company's production.      This is not  so.      It can  list such ideas  as quaHty, 

the Bize  of factory,   the number of shifts, and the countries to which exports go, 

if these items are necessary during the selection process  of an inquiry. 

An example of this  is the use of a yellow concept card to define geographical 

location.      The word Lahore ìG written on a yellow concept  card into  which are 

punched the serial numbers of all units  in the area,   irrespective of their 

sectors. 

If units are required in the Lahore district to  cast and machine a heavy grey- 

iron casting,  the searcher would select the grey concepta card for "casting- 

ferrous" "grey-iron" and "borisontal-Doring".      They are then superimposed on 

the yellow concept card marked Lahore.      The squares where the light passes 

through the three grey cards and one yellow one indicate the numbers  of the units 

in Lahore,  able to do this work.      Pirras able to carry out this  inquiry,  but 

outside Lahore,  are shown by yellow discs seen through the holes in  the grey cards 

stacked on top. 

The use of the yellow concept card is further described in the  section 

"Distribution of inquiries".     Oenerally, the yellow concept card is used to 

separate firms which meet the requirements specifiod  on a particular yellow card, 

and those which do not.      For example,  a yellow card marked "exporters" would show 

holes for firms who have exported,  and yellow discs for non-exporters,  all 

however, being capable of doing the particular work specified oy the superimposed 

grey concept cards. 

In searching the information file, the system must be used intelligently. 

Por example,  if there are 4t000 it« cards (i.e.  registered units), selection 

of the ooncept "garment(s)" will immediately rule out any firms not making 

garments or som« type of clothing.      If there are perhaps 20 clothing firma in 
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the  system,   thia scroti m .nnodiatcly outs out Ì,JÒQ units.      If further concepts 

are selected,   the floli can   je narrowed dawn bßtwoun these  2Ü garment manufacturers. 

This  :;rjasj  ox  d.;loctijn can  be continued of course,  until  the desired precision 

is .chiovod.       In doing s.,  however,   a firn can oo missed which is  just on  the 

,    _i      -i • í-   • .. -   .-. •""-     M-!    is   r«-.rct«l b" seicoti.'n    >i*   a   furt.hor  concept. borderline of JU<. ~— °i  ¿"^   io  '"J^1-1 U
J  — *—•"•-" 

Also,   ix  is  often quicker,   when  the  system haa thrown up  a handful   of item cards, 

to  scar,  through than,   in .rder  t>  maleo the fl.ul selection  of subcontractors. 

The uso   of a light-box can assist the reading of the numbers  of the punched 

holes   in a sta..; of concept  cards.       A light-aox is a small wooden box with 

internal illumination,  which  gives  a uniform aright field on the ground-glass 

sheet  forming the to?  of the  box.       On this are placed the stacked concept cards. 

Firms meeting all the requirements  specified by the inquiry,  are shown by bright 

light  spots,   firms lacking in one  or more of the essentials,  are indicated by 

dinner  light  spots.      The use  of a coloured filter over the illuminated screen 

can increase the contrast,  and assist the reading off of the serial numbers of 

the units. 

Prom the foregoing,  it  should be evident that the information retrieval 

system is to be uBed intelligently,  not blindly with the expectation of 

push-button answers. 

Processing an inquiry 

A methodical procedure is described below for handling all types of 

inquiries.      It should be realized that this ie a basic system which the 

director of the exchange can modify to suit the conditions of each inquiry. 

The standard forms used are an inquiry form and a check sheet. 

Before handling any inquiry,   it is essential that: 

(i)     The inquiry is fully understood (outside experts must be 

consulted if necessary); 

(ii)     The inquiry is complete in every detail. 

When there is any query or lack of information, the buyer must be advised 

by telex, and the inquiry held until the information is forthcoming. 

The inquiry is entered in an inquiry register which records ths inquiry number, 

the date it  is received,  the name of the company, and brief details of ths work 

involved. 
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In moat business letters,  the gist of the inquiry is contained in a few 

words and phraBes scattered through the letter.      It is the job of the exchange 

ti gather together the relevant parts of the inquiry in the letter.      (it  is 

often useful to underline these parts with a felt-tip pen,   and to rough out a 

draft  inquiry m a yellow  inquiry form.)      When this has been done, the  inquiry 

can be typed out on the pink master inquiry form.      At  the same time,  8 copies 

are taken on blue  inquiry forms.      The master inquiry form is the reference text 

for all further work on this  inquiry.      The blue sheets (4 pairs) are for sending 

out to the subcontractors.      The pink inquiry form and a pink check sheet are 

stapled on opposite sides inside an inquiry folder.        The buyer's identity 

(company)  is written (in brief)  %t the top of both forms.      On the top of the 

check sheet  is written or stamped the date,  and the  inquiry number, taken from 

the  inquiry register. 

The person dealing with the  inquiry writes down on the second line of the 

check sheet the concepts defining the inquiry.      These must be all acceptable 

words which appear in the thesaurus.      Por example,  radiographic inspection will 

be found under "X-Ray".      In engineering and similar inquiries, the exchange may 

simply be sent drawings and asked to locate suitable subcontractors.      It is then 

the responsibility of the exchange personnel to decide from their experience  the 

machining operations and facilities (turning, milling,   anodising, heat treatment 

etc.) necessary to carry out the work.      These ideas,   in acceptable concepts, 

are similarly written down in the appropriate space. 

The concept cards bearing these words are then taken from storage and 

superimposed.      The numbers of those squares where light passes through the 

stacked cards are noted.      These numbers are the serial numbers of the sub- 

contractors and are noted down on the check sheet in spaces marked "subcontractor" 

and numbered 1 to 10.      This information merely establishes information about 

units with installed capacity suitable for the inquiry. 

Bearing in mind the details of the Inquiry typed out on the pink master 

inquiry fona, the searcher consults the item cards of these units to make the 

final decision of whioh units to select.      It must be realized that the concept 

card system is a rough sieve which narrows the search to a few it« cards (units) 

out of a large field of potential subcontractors.     The final analysis is nade 

by consulting simultaneously the inquiry form and item card.      If on reading the 

item card a subcontractor is ruled out, his number is simply crossed off the 
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chv>ck she t.       P)r exarcp^o,  if an inquiry specifies "50,000 dosons per month", 

the item cards will   indicato that some of the subcontractors with entries  for 

20,000 d)zens per month capacity will   bo unable to  handle the inquiry. 

Once the cornâmes who are in a". ',   respects  fit ted to  tender have been 

finally estab'iuh"d,   they must be approached to  find  xf they in fact  wish to 

do so.       C intact   is nade by sending  out a pair of b^ue  inquiry forms Ao  each  of 

these units.       "3anh   >ne is invited to  quote  for the work described on  the  forai, 

and to  send  back  his quotation to  the  exchange,   along with one of the blue  inquiry 

firms.       If tim-   is  limited,   the subcontractors cui first  be telephoned before 

sending out  the  information.      This avoids wasting time with units which,   for 

some reason,   do  not  wish to tend'r. 

As quotations  are received from each subcontractor,   brief details (prices, 

etc.) are  entered   in the box opposite his name/serial  number.      Returned blue 

inquiry forno,   correspondence from and to the buyer,   telex messages,   sketches 

and drawings  are a-1 temporarily filed in the pocket  at   the back of the file. 

ifhen all subcontractors have replied,   their quotations are sent off to  the  over- 

seas buyer.       The  letter will also  include photocopies of  the item cards of all 

units win have sent  in quotations.      Telex can be used to send price details 

quickly with  the advice that quotations and company profiles will follow by 

air-mail. 

The  inquiry is now completad.      The pink inquiry  form and the check sheet 

are filed  in  the buyer's correspondence file.      Returned blue inquiry forms are 

filed in the relevant subcontractor's file. 

The above procedure using standard  inquiry forms and check sheets enables 

the  "Btate" J£ any inquiry to be seen at a glance.       This can be done by any 

person working in the exchange.      He does not have to be the person who  first 

tiok the   inquiry   and who may now be away on tour or on leave.     Similarly,  at 

a later date,   it  is possible to rebuild any  inquiry.      Por example,  a works manager 

may have received information by telephone regarding his   inquiry while at the 

factory.      He loses the scrap of paper on which he has written down the information. 

Â week later,  he asks for the information to be repeated.      It is then necessary 

to know only the name of the company and the approximate date of the   inquiry to 

find the master inquiry form and check sheet filed in his company's correspondence 

file. 
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The foregoing described the processing of an overseas   inquiry sont  by letter 

or telex.       It  is,   of course,  quite possible  that a foreign buyer may call at 

the exchange with hi3   inquiry.      In this case,   his request  i3  first noted on a 

yellow   inquiry form.       The same rules about   completeness and und e r-a t mid i ng 3till 

appiy.       The same procedure is followed to   find suitable subcontractors   3y using 

the concept cards defining the inquiry.       The  relevant  item cards  are then with- 

drawn from storage and photocopied.      The photocopies are given to the buyer, 

who retains those  of specific interest to  him.       He may also  require copies of 

pages of the relevant  catalogues.      It may  be  thought that  the talcing of photo- 

copies which may be thrown away is wasteful.       However,  the information   recorded 

on the item card can represent several hours  of travelling and interviewing time 

on the part of the exchange's engineers.       It  is unwise to  leave such valuable 

information unattended in the presence of a stranger.     Also,   excessive handling 

of the cardB will result in their rapid deterioration. 

It remains only to describe the processing of a telephoned   inquiry from 

within Pakistan.       The details are recorded on a yellov» inquiry form.       (it is 

convenient to have a few in a file near the telephone.)     The search for and 

contact with subcontractors is as before.       The names, addresses  etc.  of 

interested subcontractors are simply telephoned to the main contractor concerned. 

If required for record purposes, the yellow form can be later typed out  on a 

pink master inquiry form before filing. 

The concept card system identifies suitable units by means of their four- 

digit code,  with which they are indexed into the system.      It  is necessary to have 

a dictionary which lists against the serial number of each unit the name,  address, 

telephone number and person to contact.       This information is typed out  on a stiff 

card, which consists of a series of l/3" strips lightly held together.      Any one 

strip can be torn off, as required.      The strips when typed are assembled in a 

flat 8" x 12" (20 x 30 cm) double-sided metal carrier.     About 50 units can be 

recorded on one of these plates.     The plates are pivoted about a vertical axis 

passing through the long side of the plate.       In this way rapid access can be 

made to a ooapany* • telephone number etc.  once its serial number is known. 

Appendix III «hows the flow diagram for the processing of an  inquiry. 
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Inquiry folder,   dictionary of aerial number» 

As explained above,   the inquiry forms, check sheet  and all paperwork 

concerned with an inquiry are kept together in an inquiry folder. 

This  is simply a standard  foolscap  file,   to  the back of which is stapled 

half of a similar fils foiming a pocket to hold drawings,   sketches, and letters. 

On the ton  right-hand corner of the outer front cover  is affixed a white gummed 

label,   1*"  (33 mm)  wide,   and about 3"  (75 mm)  long.       This type of label  can 

easily be bought  at any stationery shop  in the form  of a perforated roll. 

Along the bottom  edge of the file  is punched a series  of 3/9" (9 mm) semi-circles. 

(This can  easily be done using a 3/3"  leather punch.)       This is to enable the 

Inquiry folders to be "fanned out"  in a wall-mounted rack,   like the concept and 

item cards  in the storage-tub.       Such a rack,  beside forming a convenient  storage 

olace where any inquiry can be quickly found,  also  serves as a "barometer" 

showing directly the number of  inquiries current. 

'.ihen an inquiry has been completed and all paperwork filed in the relevant 

place,  a new gummed label  is put  over the old,  and the file is ready for the 

next inquiry. 

Layout of serial Ho. company information dictionary 

0000 Sind Shirt Manufacturing Go.  Ltd.,   173t 
1.1. Chundrigar Road, Karachi-2 
23  45 57 Karachi Abdul Malik,  M.D., 
Akhtar Sheikh,  Works Manager. 

0001 CfUjranwala Cutlery Company Ltd., 
Industrial  Estate, Block P-6,   Oujranwala. 
2487 Oujranwala Aslam Hasan, 
Works Manager. 

0002 Pakistan Precision Tools Ltd, 
Jamruk Road,  Peshawar, 
2346 Peshawar Mohd Sheikh Imran, 
Managing Director. 

The names and addresses of companies and persona given above are fiotiou«. 

They are given purely by way of illustration. 
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Distribution of inquiries 

The primary duty of any subcontract  exchange is to the  buyer or main 

contractor.       It tries to place before him the quotations of  firms wilMng to 

carry out the work or to supply the çoods within the specifications of his 

inquiry.      The exchange a?so  advises  the buyer,  in detail,   of   the facilities and 

competence of the firms involved.       The exchange also has a duty to the sub- 

contractors:    to be completely impartial  in its dealings with   them. 

A buyer will eventually place his  order with on'y mc,    or at  the most two, 

units.      If there are perhaps 20 elegible units, ho will not   want to consider 

quotations from all these companies.       He will prefer to deal  with a small number 

(say 4,  5 or 6).     Fourteen units will then be left out of the   inquiry.     This, of 

course,  conflicts with our objective of treating all companies   equally. 

A system is set out below which combines the buyer's desire to deal with a 

small number of selected units with that of the units themselves to be given an 

equal opportunity of tendering for all  inquiries in their field.       It is important 

to realise that the system will put  before every unit  in a particular fieM an 

equal number of inquiries.      Ho system devised can assure  equality of orders. 

The method uses a yellow concept  card,  whose use has already been described, 

for defining the geographical  locations of units.      This time,   instead of Lahore 

or some other word,   "inquiry 1st round",    "inquiry 2nd round",   etc.   is written 

on successive cards.      The concept  cards defining the inquiry are superimposed, 

and the numbers of the holes which pass through all these cards  are noted on the 

pink check sheet.      These companies are approached by telephone and/or letter 

with an invitation to tender. 

Let it be assumed, for example,   that ten finns are capable of handling this 

inquiry.      The numbers of the first  six units are recorded on  the check sheet 

and the units are given the details of the inquiry.      When their quotations are 

received,  their numbers are punched into the yellow card marked "inquiry 1st 

round" (four firms will have been left out). 

Por the next  inquiry in this field,  the same procedure  is used, and the 

"inquiry 1st round" card is placed behind the concept cards.       Yellow discs 

appear through the grey concept cards.      They represent the serial numbers of 

the four companies who were ignored on the first round.      They are now called. 
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Whon they,  in turn,   send in their quotations,   their numbers are punched into  the 

inquiry card.       If it  is so wished the two  lowest numbered units of the ten units 

in this sector can be approached (for the second ti«e).      Thia ti«« however,   their 

numbers are punched into the "inquiry 2nd round" card. 

When deverai inquiries have been processed in any field,  any new search must 

always be started with the first  inquiry card,  and proceed through the va^oua 

inquiry rounds until yellow discs are found.      These represent units in that 

sector which have received one inquiry less than their competitors.      It should 

be understood that while one sector may be on the tenth inquiry, units in 

another sector may be receiving only their first  inquiry. 

The selection of six out of ten units in the above example is purely 

arbitrary.      One could equally well choose four or five.      However, the larger 

the number of firms involved in an inquiry, the longer (usually) the time 

necessary to complete it.      The number of unite oho sen is, of course, a ooaproaite 

between overloading the buyer and seeing that as aany units aa possible hear of 

each inquiry. 
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Personnel requirements for a subcontract  exchango 

The staff domanda of an exchange are modest but  the personnel,   though few 

in nunber, must be of high calibre. 

The staff are called upon to  carry out two main  ta3ks: 

(a) To visit  units to assess  and record their potential} 

(b) To process inquiries received from companies,   both within and 

outside Pakistan. 

The need to visit 'units, and  the method of obtaining the detailed  informati ;n 

required,  have been  fully described above.      The number   >f pen] e required to 

do  this  will now be considered.      A  suitable person for a field officer would 

be of  assistant director level, preferably with at   least  three yoars  experience 

in industry or commerce.      Kis technical/professi jnal  knowledge should be that 

of a first degree (Bachelor) preferaoly in engineering   JT science.     Intelligence 

and the ability to understand and absorb new ideas are more important 

than more factual knowledge.      He should also oe able  t; meet people at  all 

levels,   from the proprietor of the  small  company to  the managing directors  of 

large public companies or state enterprises.      Where several field officers are 

envisaged,  it is useful to select  them from various  industrial sectors,   so that 

their collective experience covers  as wide a range as possible. 

To construct a manpower table  for the field officers,  it will be assumed 

that: 

(a) One man can visit 750 units in one year; 

(b) Each unit must be revisited regularly,   at   least once a year,   in the 

second and subsequent years.     Such  visits will be as sum od to take  l/3  the time 

of the initial visit. 

Tear 
lluober of first Umber of subsequent Number of 
visits to units visits to units officers 

1 2,250 — 3 
2 1,500 2,«Q 3 
3 1,000 3,750 3 
4 1*420 4.750 4 
5 940 6,170 4 
6 630 7t170 4 
7 420 7.740 4 
8 280 8,160 4 
9 nil 8,440 4 
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In the ninth and subsequent years,  four full-time field officers will be required 

to keep tli : information up-to-date,  and to maintain contact with the unit«. 

To carry out  the exchange's second function,  the processing of  inquiries, 

one officer will  be required in the exchange at all  times.      He will be assisted 

by two stenographers.      In addition to their obvious function,  they will do all 

the filing,  and after training,  should be capable of carrying out the routine 

parts of an  inquiry.      They will anso make appointments  for the visits of the 

fiild officers. 

The wor<c of the exchange will be controlled and co-ordinated by a person of 

at  least deputy director and preferably director level.      Kis qualifications will 

be similar to  those of the field officers,  but  in addition he will be expected 

to have had a far broader and more extensive experience of industry, 

ào that all technical personnel are competent to handle  inquiries   they must 

be rotated from field service to the exchange for short periods of duty. 

The director-in-charge, must also visit units from tine to time to maintain his 

contacts with  industry.      He must not become desk-bound. 

The collection JÎ information by the field officers,   its transfer to the item 

cards,  the recording of this  information in the co-ordinate indexing file and 

its use to solve  inquiries have all beon simplified through the use of standard 

forma and procedures.      There is little administration,  and no administrative 

officer is required.      The exchange exists to put a buyer in touch with a 

subcontractor or supplier.       Hence,  all personnel in an exchange must be working 

personnel.      This applies particularly to the director-in-charge.      He will 

determine the success or failure of the exchange. 
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Lkpjpment required for a subcontract exchange 

Quantity Details 

1 

1 

Automatic telex machine with tape perforator and 
tape reader 

Dry photocopier capable of copying up to foolscap 
size (8" x 13";    20 x 33 cm) and independently 
from either side of a double-sided printed sheet 

1 Lateral-filing cabinet (5-level)  complete with 
300 suspended-filing linked pockets 

300 Poolscap files for same 

1 "Roneo" "Multicard" storage unit (for concept 
and its« cards) type y/30/11/12 complete with 
100 separators 

1 "Roneo" "Stripdex" visible index system HD/503 
complete with 50 panels and 5,000 strips 
(8" width) 

2 "Autospot" hand-punch (1/12" cutters) 

1 "Visiscan" Kark V manual punch (complete with 
1/12" cutters) 

1 3torage cupboard for stationery 

Concept cards (as required) 

Item cards (as required) 

3pecial forms 

1 Inquiry rack ( looally s*de) 

1 Light-box (locally made) 

Inquiry files (as required) 

A typewriter and the usual of fio« equipaent 
(stapler, paper-punoh etc.) 

Botest    1.     Usually about 300 concept cards will be sufficient, and can 
accomodate up to 4,000 units, for which 4,000 item oards will be required. 
tor mors units, (mors than 4,000) a further set of 300 concept card« will be 
required.      These osa extend the system to handle a further 8,000 units. 

2.     The number of inquiry forms and check sheets will depend on 
the marier «ai type of inquiries received by the exchange. 
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HmSTIOffiTAIRT. 

1. ¿lane of Company 

2. Associate companies 

3. Factory (Àddress/telsphone nuaber) 

4. Office AddrosB 

(a) Tel ophone number 

( b)      Cablo address 

(c)      Telex number (answer back code) 

rj, ?ers;n(s)  to contact 

j. Form of organization - pubi i c/p ri vat o/partnership 

'/. Directors 

3. Capital structure (including foreign participation) 

'J. Bank referencc(g) 

10. Trade Association/Federation» 

1 1. Factory area, access sud  loading faciliti«j    bonded werehous« 

1 2. Personnel: 

( a) Managerial 

(b) Supervisory 

(c) ¿killed 

(d) Unskilled 

(e) Number of shifts 

13. Line of manufacture/business (incl. oatalogues, brochures eto.)| 
brand namei/trademark/patenti 

14. Production« 

(a) Annual output 

(b) Export (^ countries) 

(c) Well-known clients in Pakistan or abroad 

(d) Inspection/feaality/Control (Personnel, Specialised 
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13*   Infornati on on the company's machine!, facilities,  procesaos, etc.  (for 
sono companies, e.g. garments, this section will merely amplify information 
already given in item 13) 

16.   Any other information 

THIS OTOHKA.TION 13 REVEaLED (ALT TO A fOHEIQH BUÏ1R 
A0AIH3T HIS RELEVANT HQUIKT 
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APDanalX II 

TKESAUmra (SAMPLE PAOS) 

Hind Bag 

Handicraft 

Hand'J m 

Hawser 

Hippy 

Hookey 

Hoist 

Ho11DW-ware 

Hosiery 

Hyderabad 

Hydraulio(s) 

• 
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frmrtl' ni 

PLOW DIAGRAM OF AW IRQUTRY 

J—7~" Rafar to buyar for 
olarifioation and 
furia«* information 

J 

START 

Buy«r formulât aa inquiry 
Trantmitt to axchanra 
(ltttor, t«lax,  talaphon«, visita 

Inquiry r«o«ivad by «chango and racordad 
in inquiry rabiatar.    It it undaratood* 
It it eoaplata? 

"1 
Tat 

Raoord dataila on inquiry form (hand- 
writ tan on yallow form for urgant inquiry. 
If not urgant,  typawrittan on pink'(•»•tar) 
inquiry fora,  copiât on blut inquiry fora 
atraquirad.    Dacida aactort/facilitia»/ 
prooaaaaa raquirad.   Writ« down in ooncapt 
fora (thataurua) on chack thaat. <T.ip 
inquiry forma and chack ahtat into inquiry 
fila.   Withdraw from atroag« ralavant  con- 
oapt oardt and auparimpot«.   Rot« nuatbara 
of ooincidant  »light-hol««» and raoord on 
ohaok ah««t (1 to 10) 

T« 

JJrgant 

Tal «taoa« tuboonti-aotort aalao- 
tad ta ««tabi i ah thair intaratt 
in taadariag 

C 
J 

AU «aalt with? 
I r 

Pollow-up 
»chat«" 

|     A: 

Lì 
~1U 

I 
Tal apeona namaa, 
aádraaaa« paraona to 
oontaot ato. to buyar 
(utad for intarmi 
inquiry within Pakistan) 

Pila matar inquiry fora (pink) aat 
ohaok maat in buyar« a fila.   Pil«<_ 
all blua maata in «uboontraotor«' 
fila. | 

lad of inquiry 

Sand a pair of blua inquiry forma to 
aaoh tuboontraotor aalaotad.    Tf «V— 
lalivary i a of madium-tarm, firat 
talaphona auboontraotort to «ttabliah 
intaratt 

Ra-iaaua if 
tima ramavi ni ng I 

AH rapi lad? 

T 
i 

Ro (daclinad) 

J  
Quota* 

Sand auboontraotort' quotation« 
to buyar.   If ovaraaaa, aand addi- 
tionally tala* tuamary of prioaa, 
and alao photooopita of itaa 
oarda of thaoa unita 

Si       RSI       99 
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